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FRANCEA FILETTA
AUSTRALIAN EXCLUSIVE

ST GEORGE’S CATHEDRAL 
Fri 19–Sat 20 Feb

ALBANY ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE 
Sun 21 Feb

This performance runs for 70 minutes, no interval

PERFORMERS

Singer and songwriter Jean-Claude Acquaviva

Singer   François Aragni

Singer   Paul Giansily

Singer   Stéphane Serra

Singer   Jean Sicurani

Singer   Maxime Vuillamier

PRODUCTION TEAM

Manager and producer Valérie Salducci

Sound technician  Jacques Fach

A FILETTA

The polyphonic ensemble, A Filetta, is one of Corsica’s 
leading singing groups. Founded in 1978, this formation, 
whose principle objective was to participate in the 
preservation of the island’s oral heritage, has largely opened 
up to the outside world while remaining anchored to its 
homeland. The group is characterised by an inventiveness 
that is continually renewed and its exacting performances. 
Collaborations along the way have stimulated the group’s 
creativity, enriched its repertoire and led to involvement in 
theatre, film and contemporary dance.

CASTELLI (THE CASTLES)

Edifices of the past, places of memory that dominate history, 
but also castles in the sky, sand castles or houses of cards 
… impermanence. A Filetta’s most recent album resonates 
like so much questioning of the dream, nostalgia, illusion, 
utopia, the meaning of life. The ensemble continues its 
journey, patiently articulating its work through the enriching 
artistic encounters that have shaped this collection. Unlike its 
preceding opus, Di Corsica Riposu (Requiem for Two Regards) 
which resulted from a commission for the Saint Denis 
Festival, this new production brings together extracts from 
diverse creations, undertaken for theatre, dance and cinema.

JEAN-CLAUDE ACQUAVIVA 
Singer and songwriter

Jean-Claude Acquaviva studied classical guitar and wrote 
his first songs at the age of 13. He joined the group, A Filetta, 
as a performer in 1978 and eventually became the group’s 
composer. His training, and predilection for classical music 
and its origins, have made him an atypical musician. Starting 
from a traditional base, Acquaviva continually explores new 
possibilities, both harmonic and rhythmic, and these have 
largely shaped the character of A Filetta. His encounter 
with various traditions, such as those of Georgia, Bulgaria, 
Albania and Sardinia, and the influence of other musicians 
and composers have led him to traverse both oral and written 
music. Acquaviva has worked with leading creatives across 
several artistic disciplines, including theatre (Jean-Yves 
Lazennec, Orlando Forioso, Marion Schmidt-Kumke), cinema 
(Bruno Coulais) and dance (Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui).

A Filetta also appears in Apocrifu at the Heath Ledger 
Theatre, State Theatre Centre of WA, Thursday 25–Saturday 
27 February. Visit perthfestival.com.au for more information.
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